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TWO REMARKS ON GLOBAL SOLUTIONS OF
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IN

THE REAL LINE

GIOVANNI VIDOSSICH

Abstract. We prove two theorems concerning global solutions of initial

and terminal value problems: a criteria for the existence of maximal and

minimal solutions, as well as the connectedness of the set of solutions

without any assumption but the Caratheodory hypotheses.

During the preparation of [6] it appeared that on the real line, due to its rich

structure, we can have stronger results concerning global solutions of the

terminal value problem for ordinary differential equations. These results seem

to be significant also for the Cauchy problem and, therefore, they are collected

here for both problems. We prove two theorems concerning global solutions

of initial and terminal value problems: (i) a necessary and sufficient condition

for the existence of maximal and minimal solutions, and (ii) the set of

solutions is always connected. These results are well known for local solutions,

while for global solutions the connectedness of the set of solutions under some

restrictive assumptions on the domain was proved very recently by Kelley [2]

and Nakagiri-Murakami [3]. Moreover, it is well known that a maximal

solution has a maximal interval of existence, and this is an almost global

result. It may be interesting to notice that the proofs are based only on

General Topology, avoiding the customary techniques of ordinary differential

equations, and that perhaps for the first time the hypotheses of Caratheodory

are used as an essential tool in proving a theorem (cf. the proof of Theorem 2).

The Cauchy problem is not considered here in the classical sense, but rather

as a limit Cauchy problem in the sense that the starting point (t0,x0) is

assumed to be only in the closure of the domain of the function in the second

member of the given equation. This setting permits us to solve a terminal value

problem as a suitable Cauchy problem by simply performing a change of

variable. The example A =]0, l],f(x) = sin x~x shows that this setting is not

always equivalent to the classical one even under Caratheodory hypotheses.

Therefore, Theorem 2 below is not included in the results of Kelley [2] and

Nakagiri-Murakami [3].

0. Preliminaries. Recall that the generalized Caratheodory hypotheses on a

function/: I X A -> R, / an interval and A any subset of R, are the following:
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(Ci)/(-,x): I -> R is measurable for all x G A;

i^l) f(li ')'■ A -» R is continuous for a.e. t G I;

(C3) For every bounded set B C A there exists hB G LXoc(I,R+) such that

\f(t,x)\ s hB(i)   (a.e. t G I,x G B)   and    I  hB(s)ds < +00;

where f7 /i(y) ds means the improper integral when I is not compact (we are

interested in the cases I =]a,b] and I = [a, +oo[). By solution of x' = f(t,x)

we mean a function x which is absolutely continuous on compact intervals and

satisfies the given equation almost everywhere.

The following lemma is well known, but we prove it for completeness since

it is a crucial starting point in the proofs of our results.

Lemma. Let I be any interval of R, A C R and let f: I X A -* R satisfy the

generalized Caratheodory hypotheses. If u and v are solutions of x' = f(t, x), then

w = max{«, f} is also.

Proof. Obviously, w' = f(t, w) a.e. where v > u or u < v, as well as in the

interior of A = {t G I\u(t) = v(t)} in R. Let t0 be a frontier point of A in R

where u and v satisfy the equation. Since w(t0) = u(t0) and u'(t0) = f(t\, w(t0))

= v'(t0), for every e > 0 there is 8 > 0 such that

u(t) - w(t0) v(t) - w(t0)
—TZT-,-/('oX'o))   <£    and      —-—^ - f(t0,w(t0))   <e

(t G I;\t-tQ\ <8).

Substituting w(t) for u(t) where u ^ v and w(t) for f(/) where v =£ w, we have

w'('o) = /('o>w('o))- Finally, w is Lipschitz on compact intervals since w

= \(u + v + \u — v\). Therefore w is absolutely continuous on compact

intervals of I.    Q.E.D.

1. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of maximal and

minimal solutions.

Theorem 1. Let A G R be closed and let f: ]a, b] X A —> R satisfy the

generalized Caratheodory hypotheses. For the limit Cauchy problem

(C) *' =f(t,x),       limx(t) = x0,
v    ' tla

there exists the maximal (resp., the minimal) solution in ]a, b] if and only if there

exists at least one solution in ]a, b] and all solutions are bounded above (resp.,

below) by a constant c.

Proof. We prove only the statement on the maximal solution since the

other proof is similar. If the maximal solution uM exists, then uM has a

continuous extension uM on [a, b], and it is enough to take c = max uM in

order to have the necessity. Conversely, assume the set 5 of solutions of our

problem is bounded above by a constant c. Each member of S has a

continuous extension to [a,b], and, therefore, we consider S as a subset of

C([a,b]), the space of real-valued continuous functions on [a,b] with the sup

norm. By a well-known theorem (cf., for example, Vidossich [5]), C([a,b]) is
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separable. Therefore, also 5 is separable: let D = [un\n E N} be a countable

dense subset of S. Define (v„)n inductively as follows: vx =ux,andvn

= max[v„_x,u„}. By the above lemma, v„ E S. By construction, (vn)n is

increasing and bounded above by c. Therefore, ivn)„ converges pointwise to a

bounded, real-valued function uM .Byvx g vn ^ uM for all n, hypothesis (C3)

implies the existence of h E LxXoc(]a, b],R+) such that fa his)ds

< +00 and |/(f,f„(0)l = K>) (a <t ^b;n E Z+). We have

\v„it) - v„(s)\ ^ [' \f&vnit))\dt ^ [ hii)di,

which implies the equicontinuity of (i>„)„ at every point of [a, b] (for the point

a, it is enough to take lim^a in both sides of the above inequality). Therefore

uM is continuous and, hence,

lim uMit) = uMid) = lim vnia) = x0.
lia n

Moreover, lim„f„ = uM uniformly by the Dini theorem. It follows that

uM E S iA being a closed subset of R). To show that uM is the maximal

solution, choose u E S. Since D is dense in S, there is a sequence izk)k in D

converging uniformly to u. For every k E Z+, let nk E Z+ be such that

zk = un . From the definition of the vn's we have zk ^ vn ^ uM (all k) and,

hence, u Si uM.    Q.E.D.

Corollary. Let A C R be closed and let f: [a,+oo[xA —> R satisfy the

generalized Caratheodory hypotheses. For the terminal value problem,

(T) *' = /('. *). lim  *(') = *oo -

there exists the maximal iresp., the minimal) solution in [a,+oo[ if and only if

there exists at least one solution in [a, +oo[ and all solutions are bounded above

iresp., below) by a constant c.

Proof. Let a = a - 1. Define g: ]a,a]x A -» R by

git,x) = -it - a)~2fia + it- a)~X,x).

If x is a solution of

(1) x'=fit,x)    in[a,+oo[,        lim xit) = xx,

then xit) = xia + ((-a/'),a</g a, isa solution of

(2) / = g(!,y) in ]a,a],       lim^r) = xx.
v   ' tia

If y is a solution of (2), then yit) = yia + it - a)~x), t S a, is a solution of

(1). Therefore, we have only to apply Theorem 1 to (2).    Q.E.D.

Remarks, (i) When A C R is a right-open interval and /: / X A -* R is

continuous, then, using the above results in connection with Theorem 2 of

Vidossich [6] for the Cauchy problem and Theorem 1 of [6] for the terminal

value problem, we have the following proposition:
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If the maximal solution in I for a given initial or terminal value x0 exists, then

the maximal solution also exists for every y0 Si x0 provided that there exists at

least one solution on I. An analogous result holds for the minimal solution.

It follows that all the well-known results on the existence of global solutions

also imply the existence of the maximal solutions.

(ii) It is easy to deduce Theorem 1 of Hallam [1] under the generalized

Caratheodory hypotheses from the above corollary, while the well-known

result on the existence of local maximal and minimal solutions for the Cauchy

problem is a direct consequence of Theorem 1 (and, hence, it can be proved

without any comparison or differential inequalities technique). Moreover, for

the terminal value problem, we have from the above corollary the existence of

the local maximal and minimal solutions under the generalized Caratheodory

hypotheses, which seems to be a new result.

2. On the connectedness of the set of solutions.

Theorem 2. Let A G R be any interval and let f: ]a, b] X A —> R satisfy the

generalized Caratheodory hypotheses. For every x0 G R, the set S of solutions in

]a, b] of the limit Cauchy problem (C) is connected for the topology of uniform

convergence in ]a, b].

Proof. Assume S ¥= 0, since otherwise the result is obvious. Since every u

G S has a continuous extension on [a, b], we consider S as a subset of the

space C([a,b]) of all continuous maps [a,b] —> R with the sup norm. Suppose

5 disconnected. Then there exist two nonempty disjoint open sets Ux, U2 of S

C C([a,b\) whose union is S. Pick x, G Ut for i = 1, 2. Lety = max{x,,x2}.

We shall prove below that the set S* = {u G S\u si y in [a,b]} is a connected

subset of C([a, b]). As x, G £/,■ n S*, Ux n S* and U2 n S* are two non-

empty disjoint open sets of S* C C([a,b]) whose union is S*, a fact which

contradicts the claimed connectedness of S*. Therefore, such Ux and U2

cannot exist, and 5 is connected.

Now we show the connectedness of S*. By the above lemma, y G S and,

hence, y G S*. By a well-known theorem (cf., for example, Vidossich [5]),

C([a,b]) is separable and, hence, S* is too. Let [un\n G Z+} be a countable

dense subset of 5*. Define/,: [d,li]xR^R by

/„(/, x) = f(t,y(t)) if x > y(t), a<t^b,

= f(t,x) if un(t) Si x Si y(t), a<t^b,

= f(t, u„(t)) if x < u„(t), a<t SS b,

= 0 if t = a, x G R.

Obviously/, is bounded and satisfies the generalized Caratheodory hypotheses

(fn is well defined for x G [un(t),y(t)\ since A is an interval). Therefore, the set

S„ of solutions in [a, b] of the Cauchy problem

x' = f„(t,x),        x(a) = x0

is nonempty and connected in C([a, b\) by a result of Stampacchia [4]. Choose

u G Sn.  If  there exists  t„ G [a,b]  such  that  u(t„) < un(tn),  then let An
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= {t E [a,b]\u < u„ in [t,t„]} and a„ = inf A„. By continuity and w(a)

= unia), we have «(a„) = u„ia„). For almost every t E An, t > an, we have

u'it) = f„it,uit))

= fit,unit))   ibyu =| u„)

= «„'(')■

Taking /„'" we get w((n) = w„(/„), a contradiction. Therefore, i. g «„ in [a, <?].

In a similar way we prove u 2= .y in [a, ft]. This means that w belongs to the set

S* = {v E S*\v g un in [a, ft]}, and, hence, Sn E S*. Moreover, we ob-

viously have un,y E S„. Since y E r\„xL\S„, a well-known theorem of

General Topology states the connectedness of E = U£L i S„. Another well-

known theorem of General Topology says that any set included between a

connected set and its closure is connected. Therefore, S* is connected since E

is dense in S* (by u„ E E).   Q.E.D.
Repeating the argument used to prove the corollary to Theorem 1 and

observing that x ~* x ° <p, where <jd(j) = a + (f — a) , is a homeomorphism

Ci[a, +00[)-» CQa,a]), the spaces being endowed with the topology of

uniform convergence, we have the following result:

Corollary. Let A C R be any interval and letf. [a, +oo[x A -> R .safw/y f/ie

generalized Caratheodory hypotheses. For every xx E R, the set of solutions in

[a, +oo[ of the terminal value problem (T) is connected for the topology of uniform

convergence in [a, +co[.
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